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 In our country, we don't have sufficient machinery factors in the agricultural sector and it increases the load of 
labour on our farmers. Now it is the time to automate the world to move across this problem. In India, 70% of people 
depend on agriculture. So, we would like to review the agriculture. The innovative idea of our project is to automate the 
method of Irrigation and inspection of soil nutrients periodically to yield nutritious crops. The farming systems like 
irrigation, fertilization, weeding and so on. All the procedures are advance to altering the system in cultivating which works 
without the individual's capacity necessity. 

    Physically water system technique experiences different issues. The propensity of manual work continues 
decreasing. the individual force lack is one of the most significant issues confronted ceaselessly to all or any ranchers. on 
account of work deficiency the ranch cost ought to be expanded. Along these lines, it's not financially gainful for all ranchers. 

  Now a day's instrumentation and system play a crucial role. So, we develop a system for "Agri Bot" using a 
microcontroller which is extremely practical and gainful. On account of robotization the work gets simplest, errorless and it 
sets aside cash also. So, we build up a framework for "Agri Bot" utilizing a microcontroller which is amazingly efficient and 
useful. Consistent with microcontroller program, after a long way or a while instant the humidity sensor fitted robotic arm 
should be dipped into the soil and if needed it'll activate the pump via Bluetooth module. The Same operation is repeated 
after a while delay. So, there's no more labor work. It gives information about the weather of soil nutrients. 

  For the present work, the Raspberry Pi is used as dimness devices were filled by a Debian-based Linux OS, named 
Raspbian, which was in like manner the direction of the Raspberry Pi Foundation and will be booted by an external SD or 
scaled downscale SD card. 

     It is justifiable that not at all like the Arduino hubs, the Raspberry Pi had expanded computational and handling 
power, with the dynamic nature of transforming them into PCs and sensors. The utilization of technologies in agriculture 
needs automation techniques. Be that as it may, any place robotization had been executed and populace had been 
supplanted via programmed apparatus, the yield has been improved. Thus there must execute present day science and 
innovation inside the          agribusiness part for expanding the yield and ultimately helps in effective crop quality or quality 
production. This robot should be ready to do many complex and time-consuming operations quickly. 

 The proposed framework targets planning multipurpose self-governing farming automated vehicles that might be 
controlled through Internet/Bluetooth/Wi-Fi for watering the crops, removing weed, plowing, seeding, and irrigation 

1.INTRODUCTION 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

and sound yields ranchers need to 
bind check the perfect measure of manures. Ranchers today spend a lot of money on machines that assist them with 
diminishing work and increment the return of yields however the benefit and effectiveness are less. Along these lines 
robotization is that perfect response to beat all the insufficiencies by making machines that perform one movement and 
automating it to extend the yield on an outsized scale. 
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Abstract - This is the endeavor from the motivation of the farmers working in their field who are only amped up for the 
storms and bore wells for the water arrangement of their property. As of late, ranchers screen and work water system 
physically by killing ON the siphon when required. The proposed framework means building up a robot equipped for 
performing tasks, for example, a programmed water system. It likewise gives manual control when required and monitors 
the stickiness with the assistance of moistness sensors. To develop nutritious harvests  

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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systems. It uses one board computers (SBC's) called raspberry pi which isn't only compatible with the newest camera 
modules and sensors, but also possess exceptionally high-performance computational capabilities. 

  The objectives of the proposed structure are to tunnel the earth contingent upon moistness level inside the earth, to 
wrinkle the seeds with teeth looks like structure at the top to show the most significant layer of soil down, to close the seeds 
and level the base normally and to deftly water framework system by sprinkling water with a guide inside the field. 

                   

 

 

 

                                                 Figure 3.1: Raspberry pi interfacing with different modules 

4. Result 
 
          All perceptions and exploratory tests demonstrate that this undertaking is a finished answer for field exercises and 
water system issues. By building up this automated vehicle with its performing multiple tasks rural highlights, it conquers 
the matter of ranchers in cultivating their property in each season regardless of what is the climate that day. Thinking 
about all the circumstances, the robot coordinated with various such modules are frequently utilized for reclamation and 
agrarian purposes. 
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5.CONCLUSION 

The traditional farming must be induced with the robotic mechanism and is extremely much required in precision 
farming. There would be remote-controlled robots occupation the agricultural fields so on see the herd. Due to the 
introduction of agricultural robots, there would be less labor required, and a person can plan and implement the 
operations of the farm by himself without relying on the availability of labor.  
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